ABSTRACT In this paper, by jointly considering resource allocation and subframe type determination, we formulate a stochastic optimization programming to investigate the problem of network stability in heterogeneous networks (HetNets) with almost blank subframe (ABS)-based enhanced inter-cell interference coordination where random and finite traffic loads are considered. Then, by leveraging the Lyapunov optimization technique, an extremely simple but optimal delay-aware dynamic resource allocation and ABS configuration algorithm (DDRAACA) is proposed to solve the formulation. In the DDRAACA, at the beginning of each time slot, eNodeBs should collect current queue states of their own users, and locally calculate the resource scheduling matrix based on channel state information feedbacks. Then, the category of current subframe can be determined. Besides, considering the computational complexity and the signaling overhead brought in by the DDRAACA, another algorithm named semi-static ABS configuration with interference impact factor-based scheduling is developed. The simulation results show that both algorithms can maintain the stability of the system. In particular, no iteration and optimization tools are required in our proposed algorithms, which paves the way for practical applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, with the development of the smart terminals, the needs on traffic are increasing explosively. To fulfill the users' requirements, various low-power nodes (LPN) with the coverage radius of 10-300m [1] are introduced to enhance the coverage and capacity over certain area, and to offer better services. The LPNs are placed within the range of a macro cell, which will cause inter-tier interference. Since those LPNs can be deployed by users without planning instead of operators, the interference issue can be a severe challenge [2] .
To solve the inter-tier interference in heterogeneous networks with LPNs, enhanced inter-cell interference coordination is proposed in 3GPP spec [3] . In the eICIC, almost blank subframe and cell range expansion (CRE) are proposed for the scenario where macro cell overlaps with pico eNodeBs (PeNBs) deployed in hot-zones [4] . In this scenario, pico cell is used to offload more users from macro cell and increase the capacity in hot-zones while balancing the load of the macro cell. Moreover, CRE is used to expand the coverage of pico cells. ABS is applied to avoid the interference from macro eNB (MeNB) to the users in hot-zones, especially the users in the cell edges of pico cells. During ABS, no data is transmitted from macro cell. Therefore, to guarantee the theoretical performance gains which can be achieved by deployment of PeNBs, two primary issues need to be solved:
• How many ABSs need to be configured within per frame to allow pico edge users to be well served while the capacity loss of the MeNB is acceptable.
• How to reasonably schedule resource blocks (RBs) to the users associated with PeNBs during normal subframes and ABSs, respectively. Although excellent researches have been done on interference management, most of the researches on the optimization of eICIC are done assuming that the traffic models of all the users are full buffers [5] - [9] . Besides, a great number of studies on resource allocation are also based on the same assumption [10] - [13] . These researches are meant to maximize the system throughput through user association adjustment, reasonable ABS configuration and resource scheduling while ensuring the fairness among all the users. However, the finiteness and the stochasticity of user equipment (UE) demands are ignored. Vasudevan et al. [14] and Abderrazak et al. [15] assume that during each subframe, the resources allocated to each user are upper-bounded by a certain value. Besides, both the upper bound and the lower bound are assumed in [16] . However, the data accumulation and the stochasticity of packet arrival are neglected. To address these problems, in this paper, the Lyapunov optimization technique is considered since it is a typical method to deal with dynamic networks and it has already been applied to solve the energyefficient and delay issues in the networks [17] - [20] by optimizing resource allocation schemes. However, no research on interference management has ever referred to this method.
In this paper, we address the problem of network stability by jointly optimizing resource allocation strategy and ABS configuration. Based on the Lyapunov optimization technique, we formulate it as a stochastic optimization problem and then we propose an extremely simple but optimal algorithm DDRAACA to solve it. Moreover, to further decrease the computational complexity, signaling overhead and the delay brought in by the DDRAACA, another semistatic optimization algorithm is proposed by combining the DDRAACA with IIF-based scheduling strategy. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• Based on the Lyapunov optimization technique, we combine resource allocation with dynamic ABS configuration to formulate an optimization problem where random and finite traffic loads are taken into account, to address the problem of network stability.
• By transforming and dividing the optimization problem into multiple independent subproblems, we devise a simple but optimal algorithm DDRAACA where no iteration and optimization tools are required to solve it, which is important for practical applications.
• Considering the features of the DDRAACA, another semi-static algorithm SACIS requiring less signaling overhead and computational complexity is developed, in which the DDRAACA is operated conditionally for optimal ABS ratio updating, and an IIF-based scheduling scheme is proposed for resource allocation.
• Both theoretical analyses and simulation results are given to show that our proposed algorithms can keep the system stable with a relatively low level of packet backlogs. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the system model, including the system scenario, channel model and the queuing system we are considering. In Section III, the concerned optimization problem is formulated and two algorithms are devised to solve it. In Section IV, we analyze the performance of the proposed algorithms. In Section V, simulation results and discussions are presented. In the last section, we draw a conclusion.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Referring to 3GPP spec [4] , in this paper, a typical downlink transmission scenario in HetNet with outdoor hot-zones is considered, shown in Fig. 1 where there is only one MeNB denoted by m and multiple PeNBs are deployed within its coverage to cover those hot-zones. With CRE, PeNBs can offload more users from the MeNB and offer these users better quality of service (QoS) when the load of the MeNB is too high. Furthermore, we assume that the MeNB and PeNBs share the same frequency band, so both inter-tier and intratier interference exist in our scenario. Based on the eICIC scheme, this paper intends to study the dynamic resource allocation and ABS configuration problem to keep the system stable.
For macro and pico users, its signal to interference plus noise ratios (SINRs) on one RB during normal subframes and VOLUME 5, 2017 ABSs can be separately calculated as follows
where SINR m u,i (t) and SINR p,nABS u,i (t) are the received SINRs of macro and pico users using RB i during normal subframe t, and SINR p,ABS u,i (t) is the received SINR of pico user u using RB i during ABS. pow m and pow p separately denote the average transmission power on each RB of the MeNB and PeNB p. g m u,i (t) and g p u,i (t) are the channel gains from the MeNB and PeNB p to its individual users over RB i at slot t, respectively. Throughout this paper we suppose a frequency-nonselective channel, that is, the attenuation on different RBs is the same. P denotes the set of PeNBs within the coverage of the MeNB, and U m and U p represent the set of users served by the MeNB and PeNB p, respectively. Comparing with the interference of pico users during normal subframes, the interference from the MeNB is excluded from the interference that pico users suffer during ABSs since there is no data transmission in the MeNB. B RB is the bandwidth of a single RB and N 0 represents the power spectral density (PSD) of noise.
Suppose that there is one buffer for each UE to store the arriving packets. For any macro UE u ∈ U m or pico UE u ∈ U p , the number of the packets waiting to be transmitted in the buffer at the beginning of slot t is denoted as Q u (t), where time slot t refers to the interval [t, t + 1). The data queue evolves according to
where a u (t) is the packet arrival rate of user u at slot t. Moreover, (t) ∈{0, 1}. For any macro UE u, the data rate (bit/ms) over RB i at slot t corresponding to equation (1) can be denoted as r u,i (t). r nABS u,i (t) and r ABS u,i (t) separately denote the bits that can be transmitted using RB i during normal subframes and ABSs, determined by equation (2) and (3). S denotes the size of one packet in bits and N is the number of RBs. α (t) ∈ {0, 1} indicates the type of the subframe at slot t. When α (t) = 1, the subframe is ABS, otherwise it is normal subframe. The data queue in each eNB can be expressed as the sum of queues of all the UEs connecting to it
where Q m (t) and Q p (t) denote the queues of the MeNB and PeNB p respectively and they evolve as follows
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ALGORITHM ELABORATION
In this section, we first formulate a stochastic optimization programming to address the problem of network stability by jointly optimizing resource allocation scheme and subframe type determination based on the Lyapunov optimization technique. We then devise an extremely simple
but optimal delay-aware dynamic resource allocation and ABS configuration algorithm (DDRAACA) to solve the formulation. Moreover, an improved algorithm with less expenses is proposed based on the DDRAACA to solve the same problem. Regarding its performance, we leave the detailed performance analyses in Section IV.
A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The introduction of ABS in HetNets is to improve the channel quality of edge users in pico cells so that the network capacity can be increased. However, the MeNB is not supposed to transmit any data to its users during ABSs, which could result in the decrease of throughput and the packet accumulation in the MeNB. So a reasonable and effective ABS configuration is critical. Besides, resource allocation scheme will also influence the required ABS ratio indirectly.
In this paper, with random traffic loads taken into account, we joint resource allocation and subframe type determination to investigate the network stability problem based on the Lyapunov optimization technique. Lyapunov optimization is a representative systematic approach dealing with delayaware stochastic optimization problems, which is established on the notion of queue stability, and it can achieve good delay performance to keep the network stable while optimizing other objectives. In what follows, we introduce the concepts of the Lyapunov function and the Lyapunov drift, which will also be used in Lemma 1 to derive the upper bound of the Lyapunov drift. Let Q(t) = (Q x (t), x ∈ ({m} ∪ P)) denote the queue state vector of the network at slot t. Based on the properties of Lyapunov function mentioned in reference [21] , the scalar Lyapunov function L(Q(t)) and the one-slot conditional Lyapunov drift (Q(t)) are respectively defined as follows
where L(Q(t)) reflects the current congestion level of the network and V is a non-negative control parameter to adjust the priority between the MeNB and PeNBs. Lemma 1: For any resource allocation and ABS configuration algorithm that keeps the system stable, all control parameters V ≥ 0 and all possible queue state vectors Q(t), the Lyapunov drift (Q(t)) is upper bounded by
where B m and B p are positive constants that for all t, satisfy
respectively due to bounded arrival/departure rates, power and resource allocation in realistic systems. Aforementioned lemma offers an upper bound of the Lyapunov drift. Its proof uses a standard method [21] in the stochastic optimization theory, which is summarized in the Appendix A.
According to the stochastic optimization theory in [21] , the upper bound of the Lyapunov drift is required to be minimized to keep the network stable. Therefore, in our case, the right-hand side of (10), which is also the upper bound of the Lyapunov drift, is supposed to be minimized subject to RB allocation and subframe type determination constraints elaborated before to guarantee the network stability. In addition, the upper bound of the Lyapunov drift can be simplified since the terms B m , B p , Q m (t) 
where C1-C4 denote the resource allocation constraints and C5 represents the subframe type determination constraint. Note that the conditional expectation is removed from (12) due to the fact that maximizing objective function q(t) ensures that E{q(t)|Q(t)} is maximized from the principle of opportunistically maximizing an expectation [21] .
B. DELAY-AWARE DYNAMIC RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND ABS CONFIGURATION ALGORITHM (DDRAACA)
Next, we will introduce the proposed DDRAACA which can reduce the average network delay as much as possible and keep the system stable, with elaborate procedures to deal with (12) . Note that we depict the average delay VOLUME 5, 2017 by the queue length. This is because the average delay is proportional to the average queue length for a given traffic arrival rate from the Little's Theorem [23] (i.e., average delay = average queue length / traffic arrival rate). Let
are resource scheduling matrixes of the MeNB and PeNB p during normal subframes and ABSs, respectively. By substituting (5) into (12), the objective function of (12) can be recast as
. Since α (t) ∈ {0, 1}, we have
According to (14) , to obtain the maximum of f (t), the optimal values of terms f m (t), f nABS p (t) and f ABS p (t) need to be severally calculated first. It is readily comprehensible because the resource allocation in each eNB is independent, and we can obtain the maximum value of f (t) by solving multiple independent subproblems. The subproblem corresponding to the MeNB is denoted by
Ignoring the relevance among RBs, (15) 
Let metric m (t) = (metric m u,i (t)) where metric m u,i (t) = r u,i (t) /S denotes the scheduling priority of macro UE u on RB i at slot t. Similarly, the maximization problems of f nABS p (t) and f ABS p (t) can also be decomposed according to RBs and for any RB i, it should be assigned to the users that maximize r nABS u,i (t)/S and r ABS u,i (t)/S respectively, as shown below
Let metric nABS (t) = (metric nABS u,i (t)) and metric ABS (t) = (metric ABS u,i (t)) where metric nABS u,i (t) = r nABS u,i (t)/S and metric ABS u,i (t) = r ABS u,i (t)/S separately represent the scheduling priorities of pico UE u on RB i during normal subframes and ABSs.
Taking the MeNB as an example, the specific resource scheduling procedures are given in Fig. 2 where Card(U m ) indicates the number of users served by the MeNB. The loop terminates as long as all the RBs are allocated or all the users are satisfied with the RBs they have been assigned to, which means that there is no packet in their buffers to be transmitted. In addition to the differences of scheduling priority matrix and resource scheduling matrix, the resource allocation processes in PeNBs during normal subframes and ABSs are similar to that in the MeNB. Once the resource scheduling matrixes w m (t), w p,nABS (t) and w p,ABS (t) are determined, the optimal values of f m (t), f nABS p (t) and f ABS p (t) can be obtained, as well as the determination of current subframe type, shown as follows (24) reveals that if the data congestion of pico users in CRE regions is severe, the current subframe will be configured as ABS, i.e., α(t) = 1, but if the packet queue of the MeNB is too long, or the center UEs of PeNBs have relatively more data to transmit, the current subframe will be determined as normal subframe, i.e, α(t) = 0. The details to allocate RBs and determine the type of the current subframe are summarized as the delay-aware dynamic resource allocation and ABS configuration algorithm (DDRAACA), shown in Algorithm 1. Note that in the DDRAACA, once certain users have been allocated sufficient RBs for its packet transmission, it doesn't make sense to allow them to still compete for the remaining RBs since there are no packets in their buffers and redundant allocated RBs will result in the waste of resources, and we should exclude these users from the next resource allocation process. In particular, no iteration and optimization tools are required in the DDRAACA, which is of great importance for practical applications. 
The MeNB and PeNBs separately execute the procedures in Fig. 2 to obtain the resource scheduling matrixes w m (t), w p,nABS (t) and w p,ABS (t). 4: All the PeNBs report their own max f nABS p (t) and max f ABS p (t) to the MeNB.
5:
The MeNB determines the type of current subframe and more specifically: Update:
12:
t ← t + 1.
13:
Output: α (t), w (t).
14: end while
C. SEMI-STATIC ABS CONFIGURATION WITH IIF-BASED SCHEDULING (SACIS)
For static eICIC, the network will operate in a predefined ABS configuration. At the beginning of each subframe, each PeNB p will calculate the resource scheduling matrix either w p,nABS (t) or w p,ABS (t) based on the current subframe type. However, in the DDRAACA, all PeNBs need to calculate both resource scheduling matrices, which will result in relatively high complexity and delay. Besides, at any subframe the MeNB needs to determine the current subframe type after obtaining necessary information from all the PeNBs through X2 interface, and then the MeNB should inform all the PeNBs of current subframe type. So the DDRAACA will bring additional signaling overhead caused by the information exchange between the MeNB and PeNBs. To further improve the performance of our proposed algorithm, another optimization algorithm named semi-static ABS configuration with interference impact factor based scheduling (SACIS) is developed, as shown in Algorithm 2. The SACIS is effective based on the assumption that within a short period, UE requirements are relatively stable with weak fluctuation. At first, by leveraging the DDRAACA, we can count the subframe type indicator α (t) within a period T . Then the suitable ABS ratio can be calculated as
To apply this ABS ratio, ABSs can be uniformly distributed in each frame. Once the type of each subframe in each frame is determined, then another issue needs to be solved, which is how to schedule RBs during normal subframes and ABSs properly. Most of previous researches considered classifying pico users into two groups and allow the center UEs and the CRE UEs to be served severally during normal subframes and ABSs. However, this paper doesn't consider the UE classification. Hence, to ensure that RBs can be assigned to the center UEs and the CRE UEs at a higher probabilities during normal subframes and ABSs, respectively, we propose an IIF-based scheduling scheme, which can improve the overall spectral efficiency of PeNBs. First, we give the definition of IIF for pico UE u on RB i as below
pico UEs with high IIFs mean that they suffer high interference from the MeNB. To increase their probabilities of being served during ABSs, the scheduling priority of pico UE u on RB i during ABSs can be modified as
Similarly, to improve the probabilities of being served for pico UEs with relatively low IIFs during normal subframes, the scheduling priority of pico UE u on RB i during normal subframes can be rewrote as
After calculating the scheduling priority matrixes, the resource allocation process can be finished following the procedures in Fig. 2 . IIF-based scheduling can make sure that RBs are allocated to pico UEs suffering relatively high / low interference from the MeNB during ABSs/normal subframes to maintain the network stability.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we first exploit the Lyapunov optimization technique to analyze the performance of the DDRAACA. Then we demonstrate the effectiveness of the IIF-based scheduling proposed in the SACIS by the probability theory.
A. ANALYSIS ON THE DDRAACA
Definition 1: A discrete time queue process Q(t) is strongly stable [21] if
Definition 2: A network of queues is stable if all the individual queues are stable [21] .
Theorem 1: Suppose that problem (12) is feasible and E{L(Q(0))} < ∞. If λ is strictly interior to the network capacity region , then the DDRAACA with any V > 0 has the following propertȳ
Define an i.i.d algorithm as the one that can choose a resource allocation and ABS configuration strategy α (t) and w (t) independently and probabilistically in a predefined policy space according to a certain distribution in all slots t. For ease of understanding, we first review a basic result in the following lemma in the Lyapunov optimization technique. Its proof uses a standard result in the stochastic optimization theory [21] .
Lemma 2: Suppose that λ is strictly interior to the capacity region , and that λ + ε is also in for a positive ε. Furthermore, (12) is feasible and the boundedness assumption α min ≤ α ≤ α max holds. Then, there exists an i.i.d. algorithm α (t) and w (t) that satisfies
where b * u (t) is the resulting value under i.i.d. α (t) and w (t). According to Lemma 2, the following inequalities hold
Since the DDRAACA minimizes the right-hand side of (10), we have
where b * u (t) is the resulting value under any alternative (possibly i.i.d.) resource allocation and ABS configuration policy α * (t) and w * (t).
Plugging (32) and (33) into (34) yields
Using telescoping sums over t ∈ {0, 1, ..., T −1} and exploiting the fact that Q m (t) ≥ 0 and Q p (t) ≥ 0, we get
(36) can be transformed and relaxed into (30). Thus, Theorem 1 is proved.
B. ANALYSIS ON THE IIF-BASED SCHEDULING
In this subsection, the previously defined variables r ABS u,i (t), r nABS u,i (t) and IIF and IIF p u , respectively based on the assumptions that a frequencynonselective channel is considered and user rate on one RB over all time slots stays the same.
Definition 3: A discrete time process Q (t) is rate stable if the probability of (37) is 1 [16] lim t→∞ Q(t) t = 0 (37) According to Definition 3, if the system is stable,
Theorem 2: (Rate stability Theorem) Suppose Q u (t) evolves according to (4) , with a u (t) , b u (t) ≥ 0 for any slot t. Suppose that the time averages of the processes a u (t) and b u (t) converge with probability 1 to finite constants λ u and µ u , i.e.,
Then Q u (t) is rate stable if and only if λ u ≤ µ u . When t → ∞, the probabilities of allocating an RB to any pico UE u during ABSs and normal subframes denoted by Pr ABS u and Pr nABS u can be severally calculated as
According to Theorem 2, we have
Let Pr ABS idle and Pr nABS idle denote the probabilities that a certain RB is not assigned to any pico UE, i.e., idle during ABSs and normal subframes, so that
Pr nABS u +Pr nABS idle = 1. Assume that p (α) is the capacity region of PeNB p related to the ABS ratio α, and for any λ p = (λ u , u ∈ U p ) that is strictly interior to p (α), PeNB p can keep the system stable by adjusting the probabilities of scheduling RBs for different users. Suppose λ 0 ∈ p (α), so there exists a probability distribution Pr 0 to realize λ 0,u − µ 0,u ≤ 0, ∀u ∈ U p where
Assume that there exist two pico UEs x, y ∈ U p with IIF However, since probability is not an adjustable network parameter, and practical resource scheduling procedures are executed based on scheduling priority matrix, we introduce IIF for priority calculation. With IIF-based scheduling, the pico UEs with higher IIFs are guaranteed with higher scheduling priorities on RBs during ABSs. Similarly, the pico UEs with low IIFs can be served at a higher probabilities during normal subframes. Therefore, the probabilities of scheduling RBs for different users can be guided and adjusted in our desired way VOLUME 5, 2017 to maintain the system stability with a relatively high resource utilization.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we take a dynamic wireless heterogeneous network as an example to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms.
A. SIMULATION SCENARIO AND PARAMETERS
Observing the HetNet scenario introduced in 3GPP spec [4] , we built a C++ based system level simulation platform using the parameters given in TABLE 1. To obtain the number of bits that can be transmitted using a certain RB at any slot t, i.e., r u,i (t), r nABS u,i (t) and r ABS u,i (t), we adopt the downlink link adaptation model in 3GPP technical report [22] instead of simply using the Shannon equation. To show our simulation scenario more specifically, the SINR distribution with and without CRE is plotted in Fig. 3 . As shown in the figure, the PeNBs that are close to the MeNB cover a relatively small region because of the high interference from the MeNB. Comparing (a) with (b), the coverage of PeNBs is extended with CRE. However, the pico UEs in the extended areas could still suffer really bad channel conditions since the interference signal from the MeNB is probably higher than the desired signals from the serving PeNBs. Fig. 4 describes how the queue lengths of the MeNB and PeNBs change over time when the DDRAACA is applied with packet arrival rate 4 packet/ms for all UEs. To smooth the curve, a filter of 20ms is employed to average the result. As shown in the figure, packets are not kept accumulating in the MeNB and PeNBs, and the data queues always remain a finite value over time slots, thus the network can be stable. Moreover, with smaller V , the MeNB can achieve shorter queue length while PeNBs get longer queues. Fig. 5 shows the convergence behavior of ABS ratio when the packet arrival rates are 3 packet/ms and 4 packet/ms respectively. In Fig. 5(a) , when the control parameter V = 1/2, 1/4 and 1/6, the ABS ratio converges to 0.42, 0.32 and 0.27 respectively. It is due to that with smaller V , PeNBs get lower priorities so that the ABS ratio tends to be smaller to benefit the MeNB more. Besides, it is noted that when the packet arrival rate is 3 packet/ms for all UEs, the system can be stable when ABS ratio belongs to [0.27,0.42], comparing with the interval [0.34,0.42] when the arrival rate is 4 packet/ms, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . This is due to the increase of both macro UE requirements and pico UE requirements. Since there are more packets in PeNBs to be transmitted, the lower bound shows relatively obvious increment.
B. SIMULATION RESULT ANALYSES
In Fig. 6 , the comparisons of Q(t) t (t = 500ms) for PeNBs under different resource scheduling schemes are depicted to show the advantages of IIF-based scheduling. The baseline is proportional fairness (PF) scheduling mentioned in [14] and [15] , where pico UEs are partitioned into center UEs (CUEs) and edge UEs (EUEs), and these two types of pico UEs will be separately scheduled during normal subframes and ABSs. It is shown that for PeNBs, if PF scheduling is applied, Q(t) t is almost equal to 0 when the ABS ratio α ≥ 0.4. However, when the IIF-based scheduling is employed, the required ABS ratio for PeNB rate stability is decreased to 0.3. Furthermore, to evaluate the upper bound of the ABS ratio for the MeNB rate stability, Q(t) t for the MeNB using PF scheduling is also plotted, and the corresponding curve shows that the MeNB queue length can be stable when α ≤ 0.52.
As mentioned ahead, under the DDRAACA, when the packet arrival rate is 3 packet/ms, the corresponding ABS ratio converges to 0.42, 0.32 and 0.27 respectively when the control parameter V = 1/2, 1/4 and 1/6. In Fig. 7(a) , we compare the average queue length of the MeNB when using the DDRAACA to dynamically configure ABSs and the static ABS configuration with PF scheduling. As can be seen from the figure, the DDRAACA can achieve shorter average queue backlogs since when the data queue of the MeNB is long, the current subframe will be configured as normal subframe immediately so that the MeNB can transmit the packets accumulated timely. In Fig. 7(b) , we compare the average queue lengths of PeNBs when using the DDRAACA, the static ABS configuration with PF scheduling and the static ABS configuration with IIF-based scheduling. Similar to the MeNB, the average queue length using the DDRAACA is shorter than the other scheduling schemes with static ABS configuration. Besides, comparing the IIF-based scheduling with the PF scheduling, the average queue lengths of PeNBs are decreased by 50% when the ABS ratio α = 0.42 corresponding to V = 1/2, and this is due to that all the UEs are competitors for RBs no matter the current time slot is ABS or normal subframe. When the static ABS configuration with PF scheduling is applied, two types of pico UEs will be separately scheduled during normal subframes and ABSs, i.e., CUEs and EUEs. Under this circumstance, there are two cases which may result in relatively low RB utilization. One is that there are RBs remaining during ABSs when the CUEs of PeNBs have packets to be transmitted. Similarly, the other is that there are RBs unassigned during normal subframes when the EUEs of PeNBs have packets to be transmitted.
VI. CONCLUSION
Considering the finiteness and the stochasticity of user traffic requirements, in this paper, we have formulated a stochastic optimization programming to address the problem of network stability by jointly optimizing resource allocation scheme and subframe type determination. Resorting to the Lyapunov optimization technique, we have simplified the formulation and proposed the DDRAACA where no iteration is required to solve it. The simulation results show that packets are not kept accumulating in the MeNB and PeNBs over time slots, thus the network can be stable. Furthermore, assuming that UE requirements are relatively stable with weak fluctuation within a period, this paper have proposed another semi-static algorithm SACIS to decrease the signaling overhead caused by the information exchange between the MeNB and PeNBs, and the simulation results have verified the correctness and effectiveness of the SACIS. The above derivation process applies similarly to p (t), thus according to (t) = m (t) + V p (t), Lemma 1 can be proved. He has authored or co-authored over 100 papers in journals and peer-reviewed conference proceedings, and has co-authored seven books. He holds 47 granted national patents. VOLUME 5, 2017 
